Read ‘n Share Titles
April 2020 Meeting
Fiction
Baldacci, David

Wish You Well – In the 1940s, two brothers leave New York with their mother to
live on their great-grandmother's Virginia farm in this coming of age story.

Bollen, Christopher

A Beautiful Crime – Two young men set in motion a supposedly foolproof con to
unload counterfeit silver on a wealthy American living in Venice.

Brooks, Max

Devolution– A journal by a woman from a Pacific Northwest eco-community that is
cut off from civilization by a volcanic eruption only to be faced with Sasquatches.

Crosby, Polly

The Book of Hidden Wonders – A young girl is immortalized in her father’s
illustrated books that may contain clues to treasure. (September)

Foley, Lucy

The Guest List – A celebrity wedding on a Irish island ends in death. Who died?
Why? Was it murder or an accident? Read and find out. (June)

Giles, Paulette

News of the World- A live news reader is offered $50 to bring an orphan girl, who
was kidnapped and raised by Kiowa raiders, back to her family in San Antonio.

Giles, Paulette

Simon the Fiddler– Conscripted into the Confederate Army, an itinerant fiddler joins
a ragtag regimental band playing for both sides of the conflict.

Gross, Andre

The Button Man – This story of a garment factory owner’s conflict with organized
crime in 1930s New York City was based on the author’s family history.

Gross, Andrew

The Fifth Column –1941, An Jewish ex-con becomes suspicious that his neighbors
might be part of a Nazi conspiracy and attempts to thwart them.

Jackson, Joshilyn

Never Have I Ever – A devoted family woman plays a game of cat and mouse with a
blackmailer who threatens to expose secrets from her past.

James, Anna

Book Wanderers – An 11 year-old learns that she can enter into any story and decides
to go and seek her missing mother. (Pages and Co. #1)

Joyce, Rachel

Miss Benson’s Beetle – Two very different women are on a life-changing adventure
to New Caledonia to find a fabled golden beetle. (November)

Kay, Elizabeth

Seven Lies– Jane tells her friend Marnie seven lies. The first is she likes Marnie’s
husband, but if she had been honest maybe the husband would be alive. (June)

Kidd, Sue Monk

The Book of Longing –Ana is an educated young woman who longs to write and
ends up marrying Jesus of Nazareth in this “what if?” story.

Kim, Angie

Miracle Creek– A mother is on trial after her child who had autism dies in an
explosion during experimental treatment, but secrets abound among those involved.

King, Stephen

The Institute - A genius with psychic abilities is desperate to escape after being
abducted by a secret institute and subjected to torturous experiments.

Krueger, William Kent

Ordinary Grace– A man looks back at a tragic event that occurred when he was 13
and explores how it shattered his family and their small 1961 Minnesota town.

Krueger, William Kent

This Tender Land– Fleeing the Depression-era school for Native American children
who have been taken from their parents, four orphans share a summer.

Morris, Mary

Gateway to the Moon - A Christian New Mexican boy babysits for a Jewish family
and is surprised to find many of theirs customs are similar to his family’s. Why?

Moyes, JoJo

The Giver of Stars – An Englishwoman marries an American and volunteers for
Eleanor Roosevelt's new traveling library in small-town Kentucky.

North, Alex

The Whisper Man– Mourning the death of his wife, a father and his young son
move for a fresh start but find their new town has a dark past involving a serial killer.

Patchett, Ann

The Dutch House- A decades long family saga centered on a pair of siblings and the
house that played a central role in their lives.

Richardson, Kim

The Book Women off Troublesome Creek– An outcast and member of the Pack
Horse Library Project braves the hardships of Kentucky's Great Depression.

Robotham, Michael

Good Girl, Bad Girl – A young woman with an ability to detect lies sues for her
emancipation, while the psychologist on her case finds herself investigating a murder.
(Cyrus Haven #1)

Sager, Riley

Lock Every Door–A young woman is apartment sitting in one of New York’s most
glamorous but mysterious buildings when things start to go wrong.

Stenbergh, Adam

The Blinds– A sheriff in a community of criminals who were given a chance at a new
life by having their memories altered struggles in the wake of a suicide and murder.

St. James, Simone

The Sun Down Motel– A young woman takes a night-clerk job at the same roadside
motel from where her aunt went missing decades earlier.

Sveistrup, Soren

The Chestnut Man – A serial killer who leaves handmade dolls at his murder scenes
may by linked to an cold case of a politician's kidnapped daughter.

Non-Fiction
Kolker, Robert

Happy Valley Road– The heartrending story of a midcentury American family with
twelve children, six of them diagnosed with schizophrenia.

Kolker, Robert

Lost Girls– This account details the lives and deaths of the five women, prostitutes
who advertised on Craigslist, who were victims of the Long Island serial killer.

